
Writing on Wattpad 101: 

Story Description

The description of your story is your elevator pitch to every reader.

You don’t get the chance to have a personal conversation with

everyone who opens your work, so you have to make sure your

description draws in your target audience and gives them a brief

understanding of what’s in store when they turn to the first page. This

is your shot to impress. Make it your best! After all, stories with

descriptions get on average 108x more reads.



Say it in 100 words
Keep your story’s secrets (no spoilers!), but don’t keep

readers in the dark. Anyone who reads your story is

making an investment of their time. Make that

investment worth it by giving them something to care

about right away. If your main character turns into a

werewolf halfway through the story, you can keep that

as a twist. But if your story is about werewolves right

from the start, you should probably mention it in your

description. Think of your story like a rollercoaster.

Riders want to know what they’re getting into. They are

in it for the ride, they want to feel the dips and the

excitement, but they won’t get on if they have no idea

what’s coming. That’s why you usually want to see a

rollercoaster before you get on. Descriptions work the

same way. Readers need to be able to evaluate what

they’re getting into. They want to invest in your story.

Let them know what they’re investing in—taking them

for the ride of their lives is what the rest of the story is

for.

 

Be distinct
What is your story’s hook? What’s the one thing that’s

different from every other story on Wattpad? Everyone

is writing a story that is special and brilliant in its own

way. Sometimes when we boil our ideas down to a few

points, the unique nature of your work can get lost. Your

story doesn’t exist in a vacuum on Wattpad; there are

millions of others readers can choose from and

compare with. If yours doesn’t look or sound different,

what will make them pick it up? 

Spark their interest 
Fresh covers attract new readers so it’s a good idea 

to update your cover every so often to give it a renewed

shelf-life. Even the shiniest covers can fade over time,

and design sensibilities can shift and evolve over the

years. A new, different-looking story cover can help

entice new readers. It’s a great way to reinvigorate the

community and entice readers who first passed the

story to check it out again. Think of it as a refresh!

Add content warnings
Wattpad’s rating system is sorted into Everyone and

Mature (17+). When it comes to mature stories, we have

thorough content guidelines in place to help you

properly rate your story. But stories are nuanced, and

adding specific warnings to your description will attract

the readers you want and avoid potentially surprising

others in a negative way. Graphic violence, sexual

content, or other trigger warnings are a responsible and

courteous way to categorize your work.

Write a logline
A logline is a quick summary of the who, what, where,

and why of your story. It covers the basics and leaves us

with a hook. What’s so special about your story? A

logline will let us know the central conflict of your story

and an emotional “hook” to get readers interested. Keep

loglines to a few sentences.

Include a tagline
If your story was a movie, what would the trailer or

poster say? Or if it was a new product, what would the

commercial promise? Think about a line that will tease

your readers and leave them wanting more.


